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This exhibition of posters features the work created by
the 2022 AIGA DEC Design + Writing Fellows. Starting
in January, this group has been working individually and
collaboratively to discuss and investigate the history and
future of an often overlooked communication artifact,
the Visual Essay. This format of visually displaying and
combining writing and images offers an avenue for
designers to conduct and disseminate their research
through making practices. Together, members of this
fellowship investigated the origins, influences, and
possibilities for this specific format and aim to share
their learnings with the greater design community.
Experimental Peer-Review Process
We invite you to participate in reviewing the work
displayed here and anonymously share your feedback and
perspectives. Your contribution will impact the designers’
process as they prepare for formal publication. Complete
an online review form via the QR code provided on each
individual poster and next to each poster in this booklet.
Following this conference and this “experimental”
review process, the fellowship participants will have
the opportunity to contribute to a special peer-reviewed
issue of Dialogue. Dialogue is the ongoing series of
fully open-access proceedings of the conferences and
national symposia of the AIGA Design Educators Community.

Visual Essays in Design Education
Isabel Bo-Linn, ibolinn@illinois.edu
Teaching Assistant Professor,
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Design foundation courses often center around individual projects with
an emphasis on final outcomes towards individual students. While this
system generally functions well, there is opportunity to develop a deeply
collaborative culture through active learning within these studio courses.
Collaboration is widely considered a threshold skill for today’s design
practice. The process of design itself is intrinsically collaborative and
modern design problems are increasingly uncertain and complex. Various
factors including institutional barriers, student discontent, and uneven or
inaccurate assessments can result in a haphazard, imprecise collaborative
project. Visual essays provide an opportunity to empower students to
develop new confidences and hone interpersonal communication skills.
The creative production of these essays can be a transformative process
of meaning making, one that enhances writing skills, an increased
understanding of design principles, and immerses students in a
participatory and critically-constructive learning environment.

VISUAL ESSAYS IN DESIGN EDUCATION
How can we utilize visual essays as a pedagogical tool to teach
collaborative practices in a design foundation course?

Design foundation courses often center around individual projects with an emphasis on final outcomes towards individual
students. While this system functions well, there is opportunity to develop a deeply collaborative culture through active learning
within these studio courses. Collaboration is widely considered a threshold skill for today’s design practice. The process of design
itself is intrinsically collaborative and modern design problems are increasingly uncertain and complex. I am examining the use of
visual essays as a pedagogical tool to teach collaborative practices to undergraduate students in a design foundation course.

Visual essays are IMAGES
+ WORDS + LAYOUT +
DESIGN resulting in new
ways of understanding.

Broadly, visual essays combine prose and imagery within a
constructed layout to illustrate an informed narrative. Visual and
verbal languages are combined and arranged to communicate
knowledge and achieve ways of understanding that text alone
could not – text and image become companions of one another.

Visual essays can be presented as print material,
digital work, videos, presentations, interactive
websites, or participatory experiments with
linear and non-linear narratives.

SUBJECT MATTERS
The flexibility of the medium is also the appeal of the medium – visual essays can illustrate social and cultural issues, present
or exemplify an argument, or it can articulate a personal story. Visual essays harness narratives and storytelling to engage
audiences and effectively communicate ideas to a potentially wide audience.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

COMMENTARY

EDUCATIONAL

PERSUASIVE

• personal experiences
• descriptions of (creative) process
• first person perspective
• reflective

• text as image
• deliberate layout design
• formal writing (citations, poetic,
descriptive)
• critical, reflective

• how-tos, deep dives
• appeal to expert and non-expert.
• visualizations (compare/contrast,
data viz, charts, etc)
• interactive

• specific points of view
• social commentaries
• statistics and data visualization
• interactive

PEDAGOGICAL BENEFITS
Visual essays provide an
opportunity to:

The creative production of
visual essays can:

• empower students
to develop new
confidences

• be a transformative
process of meaning
making

• hone interpersonal
communication skills

• enhance writing skills

• encourage an
alternative way critical
thinking and intellectual
exploration into design
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WHAT IS A VISUAL ESSAY?

• give voice to lived
experiences through the
power of storytelling

• improve understanding of
design principles
• immerse students in a
participatory and criticallyconstructive learning
environment

WHAT’S NEXT?
Graphic Design Toolbox is a foundation design course where
students focus on the makings of a creative process with
an emphasis on the organization and visual presentation of
content across media and systems.
In small groups, students will critically and collaboratively
engage in explorations of design history, relevant designers,
and the impacts of both on the design industry and discipline.
Two visual essays will be produced – one as a group and
one individually. One primary goal is to engage students in
collaborative learning practices through relevant activities and
projects. Another goal is to develop effective and constructive
assessments to measure aspects of collaborative learning for
potential interdisciplinary use.

Isabel B o-L inn • Teaching A ssist ant Professor • Univer sity of Illinois Urbana- C hampaign • S chool of A r t & D esign

Do These Seals Make Me Look Powerful?
The Graphic Design of Visual Authority
Claire Bula, cbula@bu.edu,
clairebuladesigns.com
Lecturer, Boston University
The visual design of all documents carrying, or purporting to carry, legal or
political authority—deeds, licenses, permits, money, diplomas, signage,
police reports, identification cards, passports, & maps—confers or detract
from their authority simply based on their visual aesthetic. Design choices
relating to layout, typefaces, symbols, embellishments, impressions, white
space, signatures/certifications, and materials amalgamate and coalesce
in documents that can feel domineering and incite specific behaviors
simply by their appearance.
Because visual design can confer authority before content is consumed it
should be noted and analyzed that: first, this construct exists; second, this
visual authority can be connected to real legal authority and power, or
not; and third, visual authority can be used to support and validate any
structure or endeavor, whether it is striving to be beneficial, just, and
egalitarian or corrupt, manipulative, and oppressive.
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What if design scholars created a new form, the
public research notice, that made public understanding as significant as scholarly findings?
Audrey G Bennett, agbennet@umich.edu
Professor, University of Michigan

Bibl

What if design scholars
What if design scholars
created a new form, the
created a new form, the
public research notice,
public research notice,
that made public underthat made public understanding as significant as
standing as significant
as
scholarly
findings?
scholarly findings?
Communicating scholarly

This poster explores the visual essay’s role in publicly disseminating new
knowledge by scholars at research universities. Designed as a diptych, it
speaks to the dual needs of the public, whose ways of knowing are rich
but underutilized, and researchers, whose ways of knowing are precise
but esoteric to the lay public. Because designers in academia function as
researchers and creative practitioners, they have a unique opportunity to
mediate between these ways of knowing. How could one share dense or
complex scholarly information that resonates with a diverse readership? I
believe the emerging design convention of a visual essay applied to creating a public research notice may be the answer.

PUBLIC NOTICE

PUBLIC NOTICE
Wicked Solution to Food Insecurity (as of Aug. 27, 2022):

Communicating scholarly
findings multimodally for
equity, inclusion & justice

O F T H E 3 0 0 M I L L I O N P O P U L AT I O N estimated by the US Census
Bureau, approximately 96 million are people of color experiencing high levels of food insecurity? Black (non-Hispanic) and
Hispanic households have experienced substantially more food
insecurity in the past decade than other racial and ethnic households. This reality grossly contradicts the aims of the Food and
Agriculture Organization, which defines food security as “a state
where all people, at all times, have…access to sufficient, safe
and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.” Yet, as food insecurity and
other wicked problems in society continue to ravage the health
of our communities, we have an evolving repertoire of existing
design outcomes (DOs) scattered across the globe like disconnected nodes in a dysfunctional system. Many of these DOs
are intellectually or economically inaccessible or are known only
among a small community, with only a few attaining national or
international prominence.

and just? No matter the wicked problem, there is a wicked solution (WS); and, we can harvest the wisdom from generations prior, and stand on the shoulders of giants, so to speak, by critically
mapping a wicked problem’s wicked solution. A wicked solution
is a visualization of design outcomes mapped affinitively to a
grid of two dimensions—top-down or bottom-up and memetic
or localized to find leverage points. Critically mapping a wicked
solution to a wicked problem entails:

What if we compiled existing effectuated DOs that are known
to be effective at addressing a wicked problem (through the
lens of equity and justice) and visualize them in such a way
that enables lay and professional designers to strategically
see places to intervene to tweak the food system towards a
more sustainable version of itself that is secure, equitable,

This past year, in collaboration with Jennifer A. Vokoun, Director of the Food Design Institute at Walsh University, I conducted a design inquiry in which I critically mapped the wicked
solution to food insecurity. Our forthcoming book Critically
Mapping Sustainable Food Design for Food Security, Equity,
and Justice disseminates our findings summarized below.

by Audrey G. Bennett, University Diversity and Social
Transformation Professor, University of Michigan

Step 1. Naming and operationalizing the wicked problem.
Step 2. Conducting an integrative literature review to identify
sustainable design outcomes (DOs).
Step 3. Plotting the sustainable DOs onto a wicked solution grid.
Step 4. Finding places to intervene in the system to attain a
more sustainable future.
Step 5. Engage with the community to update the WS with local
assets marginalized from the evolving scholarly debate.

Food Insecurity (as of Aug. 27, 2022):
This poster explores the role the visual essayWicked
could Solution
play in tothe
dissemination of new knowledge by scholars at research universities. It is also a diptych in form to speak to the dual needs of the
public, whose ways of knowing are rich but underutilized, and
researchers, whose ways of knowing are precise but esoteric to
the lay public. Because designers in academia function as both
researchers and creative practitioners, they have a unique opportunity to mediate between these ways of knowing.

Figure 1. A “heritage algorithm”
simulated by Audrey G. Bennett
using a CSDT designed by Dr.
Ron B. Eglash and his research
team through funding from the
National Science Foundation. It
can be used to teach computational thinking to Native and
non-native youth as a way to
diversify STEM.

Use the QR Code on the left to view this work of art or
create one of your own with the new Quilting CSDT.

creative outcome or data

Next Steps

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Bennett, Audrey. “Ethnocomputational creativity in STEAM education: A cultural framework for generative justice” Teknocultura, Journal of Digital Culture
and Social Movements, 13.2 (2016): 587-612.
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Eglash, Ron, A. Bennett, Casey O’Donnell, Sybillyn Jennings, and Margaret Cintorino. 2006. “Culturally Situated Design Tools: Ethnocomputing from Field
Site to Classroom.” American Anthropologist 108(2): 347-362. AWARD: General
Anthropology Division Award for Exemplary Cross-Field Scholarship.

Figure 1. The Wicked Solution
to Food Insecurity shows gaps
in various quadrants. Society
arguably needs more sustainable
food design outcomes that are
bottom-up, created by citizens
for local and widespread impact.
Specifically in the categories of
distribution, waste, production,
and consumption, where we see
none so far.

Critical issues of public health and safety are now routinely captured by white supremacists, foreign interests, anti-vaxxers and
others who degrade the public sphere by utilizing communication forms that better speak to a lay audience. On the other hand,
the QR Code on the left 1) if you are grappling with food insecurity in your community and wish to find an existing
academic designers are typically required to have Use
publications
sustainable food design outcome to adopt, or 2) you have a sustainable food DO that has been published in a scholarly
publication
and you would like to add it to the evolving wicked solution documented above in Figure 1.
or exhibitions in refereed or scholarly venues to be
promoted.
However, the journals and book publishers and galleries or the
like that provide this kind of review, have publishing modes that
and could
Analysis benefit
tend to be inaccessible to the communitiesData
that
Hypothesis/Objective
Next Steps
from the findings or new knowledge. Thus, this
poster asks the
Methodology
Problem Statement
provocative question above. Depending on the media venue, the
form of a public notice has different constraints than a paper for
a journal, a manuscript for a book, or an art piece for an exhibiBIBLIOGRAPHY
tion. A public notice can also reach marginalized communities
through media venues that are more accessible, and can themFood and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 2008. “Food
selves become platforms for research dissemination.
Security Information for Action: An Introduction to the Basic Concepts of
Food Security.”. EC - FAO Food Security Programme. https://www.fao.org/3/
Using multiple modes to communicate research findings can
al936e/al936e00.pdf.
potentially save lives by reaching a broader and more inclusive readership. The question becomes: how could one design
United States Census Bureau. n.d. “Quickfacts: United States.” Accessed
a public notice that visually translates sometimes dense or
May 24, 2022. https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/US.
complex scholarly information into a communicative public
notice that resonates with a diverse readership? I believe the
emerging design convention of a visual essay applied to the
design of a public notice may be the answer as exemplified on
the left.
This poster was presented at the AIGA Design Educators Community’s
2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the AIGA National
Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.

findings multimodally for
equity, inclusion & justice

by Audrey G. Bennett, University Diversity and Social
Transformation Professor, University of Michigan
This poster explores the role the visual essay could play in the
dissemination of new knowledge by scholars at research universities. It is also a diptych in form to speak to the dual needs of the
public, whose ways of knowing are rich but underutilized, and
researchers, whose ways of knowing are precise but esoteric to
the lay public. Because designers in academia function as both
researchers and creative practitioners, they have a unique opportunity to mediate between these ways of knowing.
Critical issues of public health and safety are now routinely captured by white supremacists, foreign interests, anti-vaxxers and
others who degrade the public sphere by utilizing communication forms that better speak to a lay audience. On the other hand,
academic designers are typically required to have publications
or exhibitions in refereed or scholarly venues to be promoted.
However, the journals and book publishers and galleries or the
like that provide this kind of review, have publishing modes that
tend to be inaccessible to the communities that could benefit
from the findings or new knowledge. Thus, this poster asks the
provocative question above. Depending on the media venue, the
form of a public notice has different constraints than a paper for
a journal, a manuscript for a book, or an art piece for an exhibition. A public notice can also reach marginalized communities
through media venues that are more accessible, and can themselves become platforms for research dissemination.
Using multiple modes to communicate research findings can
potentially save lives by reaching a broader and more inclusive readership. The question becomes: how could one design
a public notice that visually translates sometimes dense or
complex scholarly information into a communicative public
notice that resonates with a diverse readership? I believe the
emerging design convention of a visual essay applied to the
design of a public notice may be the answer as exemplified on
the left.
This poster was presented at the AIGA Design Educators Community’s
2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the AIGA National
Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.
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In this project, I use the visual essay to reflect on positionalities and subjectivities that influence my own relational practice using design as a tool
to address issues of racial justice and civic engagement in my place-based
creative practice around Freedom Summer 1964. I am a queer man who
grew up poor in rural Missouri. I’m married to an East Asian man and we
split our time between two small (relatively conservative) towns in Ohio.
I am an activist, designer, teacher, friend, and many other identities one
may imagine for an adult, white male. By using autoethnographic methods, I account for myself and my story through layered reporting that blurs
the boundaries of these various identities to liberate myself from a lifetime
of indoctrination I have faced as a queer, white male presenting person in
the United States (Chang, Ngunjiri, & Hernandez, 2016; Hansberry, 1964;
Holman-Jones, 2005; Holman-Jones, Adams, & Ellis, 2013; Lyotard,
1988; Ronai, 1992). My intention is radical acceptance for myself and others for who they are and the things they have experienced. The annotated
bibliography is a first (and ongoing) step in fulfilling this intention through
the development of a visual essay.

DO

Zack Tucker, tuckerzw@miamioh.edu, zacktucker.me
Assistant Professor, Miami University
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An Ongoing Annotated Bibliography Documenting the Deindoctrination of the “Prototypical”
American White Male

Recently, I was reading James Baldwin’s: The Fire Next Time. In it,
Baldwin explores the following: “White people in this country will
have quite enough to do in learning how to accept and love

“PROTOTYPICAL”

WHITE
AMERICAN
MALE

themselves and each other, and when they have achieved this—which
will not be tomorrow and may very well be never—the Negro problem
will no longer exist, for it will no longer be needed.” This quote
has me reminiscing about the man I could have been. You see,
originally it was planned for me to be the “prototypical” white
American male — “confident, superior, impulsive, tough” — but
things worked out differently. I’m queer. While queer people aren’t
always participants in the fight for racial justice, I strive to
be. I believe all civil rights struggles are all interconnected.
This type of work involves navigating approaches that don't claim
to package a particular understanding of the world as the
understanding of the world. This can be a messy endeavor. I’ve been
trying to figure out what’s out there trying to make me feel shitty
about myself for working in this way and I don’t have to look too
far before I discover the man I could have been.
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of Communication Design at Miami University,
for the AIGA Design Educators Community’s 2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the
2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the AIGA National
AIGA National Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.
Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.

Reconstructing Ephemeral Experiences with
Design Artifacts
Christina Singer, christina.singer.designs@gmail.com,
christinasinger.com
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design, UNC Charlotte

RECONSTRUCTING
EPHEMERAL EXPERIENCES
WITH DESIGN ARTIFACTS

This visual essay interprets a precedented argument—that certain
objects have the ability to elicit memories. The collages in this essay
combine a collection of South Korean ephemera, which elicit autobiographical memories the author reveals through writing. The writing
is a combination of personal writing and a literature review-type
analysis of concepts discussed in Don Norman’s book Emotional Design:
Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things.

FIRST-PERSON ACTION RESEARCH: A VISUAL ESSAY

reflective making
Jones and Martin coined the term “mnemo
active” to describe objects that can elicit
and activate individualized, autobiographi
cal memories (Jones, 2006). This visual
essay examines concepts like this while
exploring a reflective, firstperson account
of making a series of collages from ephem
era that I collected and personally value.

(above) selections from a series of collages

the work

Making this work through a process of deconstructing and reconstructing both per
sonal memories and ephemeral design artifacts was an intimate experience. I collected these scraps of
paper and packaging from South Korea while living and traveling there over the span of seven years.
These objects are from personal experiences with my first love, and from a time thereafter while I was
experiencing the loss of that relationship. She was Korean, fierce, brilliant, exciting, and—a woman. As
a young woman from the Bible Belt, that was an extremely intimidating reality to confront at the time.
I am interested in the personal, reflective experience from this process of tearing up these objects that I
valued and saved, and creating something new from them. Memories that this process resurrected all
owed for processing and healing that I did not anticipate. These pieces of paper were hidden in a box for
a while. Confronting these pieces during the pandemic and making in this way had an unexpected, re
storative affect as I reflected on the loss and how far I have come with pride as an openly queer person.

LITERATURE REVIEW

SECONDARY RESEARCH

on emotional design

designers who collect
and use ephemera

In Don Norman’s book, Emotional Design,
he describes “reflective design” as a qual
ity of a designed object that can tell a sto
ry, regardless of aesthetics or functionality
(Norman, 2004). This visual essay echoes
the concept that designed objects, a ticket
stub for instance, can evoke strong emo
tions independent of the designer’s intent.

It is pertinent to note other designers
whose work I was familiar with at the time
I was making these collages in 2020. A few
designers who have collected ephemera
and/or use(d) it in their work—which influ
enced my work—include Elaine Lustig Co
hen, Tamar Cohen, and Nicholas Bonner.

references
Jones, G. V., & Martin, M. (2006). Primacy of memory linkage in choice among valued objects. Memory &
Cognition, 34(8), 15871597. https://doi.org/10.3758/bf03195922
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Norman, D. A. (2004). Emotional design: Why we love (or hate) everyday things. New York: Basic Books.

poster by Christina Singer
UNC Charlotte
AIGA National Design Conference
Seattle, Washington
October 20–22, 2022

San Diego 1972
Heather Corcoran, hcorcoran@wustl.edu
Halsey C. Ives Professor, Washington University in St. Louis
I am interested in intersections between creative non-fiction writing and
visual design. This poster is part of a set of projects, both written and
visual. I lived in San Diego with my mother when I was a very young child.
My father, who had just joined the Navy after he was about to be drafted,
was deployed to Vietnam for most of the time that we were there. For this
work, I have been studying the geology and naval history of San Diego,
and the textures and colors of Ocean Beach, which is the area where we
lived. I have interviewed my mother several times. My larger consideration
is how lived experiences can map onto place. In this poster, I attempt to
use language, typography, data visualization, and image to tell part of a
story, one that I hope resonates beyond just me.
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No Freedom in Motherhood
Bree McMahon, bmcm@uark.edu, breemcmahon.com
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design, Director of Graduate Studies, 
School of Art, University of Arkansas
This visual essay is concerned with the many choices (and loss of choice)
associated with womb-bearing bodies, pregnancy, birth and parenting.
Inspired by personal pregnancy experiences, the essay explores the reproductive life cycle through the lens of a designer. The recent Roe v. Wade
decision disrupted the original writing of the piece, shifting the focus to
choice and the many reproductive-related decisions made throughout
a single lifetime. Whether it is the choice to have children, the method
of preventing pregnancy, the means of becoming pregnant, the choices made while pregnant or during birth, recovery, or parenting, all these
decisions are politicized to the degree that they are barely decisions at
all. The poster here contains personal photographs and writing reflecting
upon choices made during pregnancy and the absence of choice. Artifacts
were scanned and collaged digitally and reproduced on a Risograph printer
to emulate protest posters’ hand-made, raw quality. The two-color print
was then digitally scanned and reprinted at full size.
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Poster by Bree McMahon
AIGA Design Educator’s Community | 2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition
AIGA National Conference | Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022

Water ^Flood^ Lines

This in-progress essay experiments with ways to ‘see’ the glaring
contrasts of attention and neglect and seemingly intractable issues via
a mix of hyperlocal personal, community, environmental justice, and
historical ‘lines’ inscribed on a polluted waterway and the surrounding
flood-risk land. It visually and textually explores the Alewife Brook, a
mostly channelized, slow-moving 2.5-mile stretch of water, far from its
past ‘natural’ states. Once part of ‘The Great Swamp,’ the brook’s history
includes plentiful fish weirs, dams, infilled connections to ponds, straightened channels, and current grade ‘D’ water quality aggravated by stormwater runoff and sewage outflows. Long influenced by utility, transportation, and development pressures, it sits at the boundaries of four cities/
towns. Still, it is also part of the larger Mystic watershed, which touches
twenty-plus cities/towns. In taking an ecological perspective, the project
transcends boundaries, jurisdictions, and labels and views the watershed
and the political and social forces that define this place.

permanence
fluidity

“Thus by degrees, and wholly through the
intervention of man, has Alewife Brook
become changed from the broad, fair
stream which the Cabots knew and loved
so well to the insignificant and hideous
ditch, reeking with nameless filth, which
now befouls the greater part of the swampy
region through which it flows.”

basin
ecosytems
jurisdiction
boundaries

“The value accorded to a
place must be based on a landscape-ecological perspective,
which often requires transcending political boundaries.”
Biodiversity Study of Alewife Reservation
rea, A Publication of the Friends of Alewife
Reservation, 203

hyper
attention
neglect

Cambridge Chronicle
1921

$ funding
and laws
endless
excuses

adhoc
communuity
care
expediency

pink chair #2, a child-sized folding seat
with a magenta frame, left in the middle
of the green manicured, sprinkled lawn,
sits alone in the shade of a nearby tree.
It was only fleetingly sighted or sited in
July near the Little River 42°23’50” N
71°8’42” W in the Alewife Brook Reservation. It is gone, but I could mark with
pink tape exactly where the chair sat
on those two days (if not more). I need
to determine if this spot was formally a
building or parking lot of the 1950s
Arthur D. Little post-war office park
once called Acorn Park and now named
Discovery Park.

environmental laws
ongoing
variances

living
with
water

contrasts

^flood

pink chair #1 has been upside down
all summer, hovering above the Alewife
Brook near the crumbling concrete
channel wall, its reflection and minimal
weight trapped by dead tree branches
lodged in the stagnant, barely moving
water. The mini Adirondack chair, molded in one piece, its bottom half covered
with mud and yellow scum, marks the
brook’s previous water levels. The chair
is a tenuous marker likely to disappear
after the next big storm. I worry that
locals (David and David) who recently
pulled rusted bikes and metal objects
out of the brook will whisk it away.

inscribed
infilled

ecosystem
water basin
jursdictional
boundaries

“Seldom has an area
been so trashed.
Seldom has an area
been so valiantly
defended.”

environmental
justice
for whom?
trade-offs

renamed

Much of the land in the
Alewife Basin is within the
floodway or has a 1:100 or
1:500 chance of flooding
every year before adding
sea-level rise 2070 models.

straightened
channelized

rerouted

dammed and then
filled to protect
drinking water
source

In 1862 the channel of Alewife
brook was straightened...
Commonwealth of MA
Harbor and Land Commission
Atlas of the Boundaries of the
Town of Arlington, Middlesex
County, 1901

urban wilds
managed
control

action
complacency

runoff
malaria
acid sludge
asbestos
sewerage
putrid
wildlife
refuge
before the swamp was drained

“What I learned about urban development
and environmental preservation from kayaking Alewife Brook” Greg Harris, Boston
Globe Magazine, Aug 11, 2022

community
advocacy &
resilience
futility

community groups engaged over time
Alewife Neighbors, Inc.
Alewife Study Group
Alewife Watershed Trust
Arlington Land Trust
Arlington Open Space Committee
Belmont Citizens’ Forum
Biodiversity For a Livable Climate
Built Environment Coalition
Cambridge Highlands Neighborhood Association
Cambridge Mayors Summer Youth Employment
Cambridge Residents Alliance
Coalition for the Alewife
Coalition to Preserve Belmont Uplands
Coalition to Save the Mugar Wetlands
Concord-Alewife Study Group
CRLS Environmental Action Club
Earthwatch
Earthos Insititute
East Arlington Good Neighbor Association
Fresh Pond Residents Alliance
Friends of Alewife Reservation
Friends of Alewife Reservation Stream Team
Friends of Blair Pond
Friends of Fresh Pond
Friends of Jerry’s Pond
Friends of Little Pond
Friends of Mystic River
Friends of Spy Pond Park
Friends of the Community Path
Greater Boston Group of the Sierra Club
Green Cambridge
Grow Native Massachusetts
Knitting the Alewife: From Vulnerable to Vibrant
Mass Audubon
Massachusetts Bicycle Coalition
Massachusetts Forest and Park Friends Network
Menotomy Bird Club
MIT Solve: Coastal Communities Workshop
Mystic River Watershed Association
Neighborhood 10 Association
Neighborhood 9 Association
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund
North Cambridge Stabilization Committee
North Cambridge Together
Resilient Mystic Collaborative
Sasaki Foundation
Sustainable Arlington
Save the Alewife Brook
Save the Mugar Wetlands
The Alewife Transportation Management Association
Western Massachusetts Public Lands Alliance

[]

on the former
great swamp

grade D
water quality
wealthy
area/country

covered
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The grid of ‘still-life’ images (captured
from a hanging spinning mobile of
caution tape and seed pods gathered
near the brook and turned 90 degrees)
represents the many project stories
envisioned. We can select from the network of seeds or ideas, bring them into
focus, and allow others to fade into the
distance. But throughout the collection,
there will be a neon pink throughline,
the pink has become the brook and
water flood lines, and the green seed
nodes are the revealed invisible consequences of past actions.

system
dependencies
oversimplication

William Brewster
Birds of the Cambridge Region
1906

^

Ann McDonald, a.mcdonald@northeastern.edu, inabsentia.space
Associate Professor, Northeastern University

The Alewife Brook has been impacted by the
unrelenting pressures of industry, engineering,
development, pollution, disease, environmental
laws, zoning, design decisions, traffic patterns,
and sustained long-term community activism.

governmental bodies engaged over time
Arlington Belmont Cambridge Stormwater Flooding
Arlington Conservation Commission
Arlington Department of Public Works (DPW)
Belmont Conservation Commission
Cambridge Community Development (CCD)
Cambridge Conservation Commission
Cambridge Department of Public Works (DPW)
Cambridge Urban Forestry Master Plan
Cambridge Water Board
Cambridge Water Department
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Earthwatch
MA Bureau of Water Resources
MA Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR )
MA Department of Environmental Protection
MA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
MA Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
(DEQE)
MA Division of Water Pollution Control
MA Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
MA Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
MA Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
MA Metropolitan Parks Commission (MPC)
MA Office of Coastal Zone Management
MA Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
MA Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
MA Wetlands Restoration and Banking Program
Massachusetts Division of Watershed Management
Mystic Monitoring Network (MMN)
Mystic River Watershed Initiative Steering Committee
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA)
Somerville Department of Public Works (DPW)
Trust for Public Lands
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
US Geological Survey National Water System
Watershed Planning Program

intractable
“If Alewife was easy
to restore, it would
have been done by
now.”
“What I learned about urban development
and environmental preservation from kayaking Alewife Brook” as told to Greg Harris
by Lucica Hiller Somerville’s storm-water
program manager, Boston Globe Magazine,
Aug 11, 2022

perpetual
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stormwater
innovation
continued
development

Avoid contact with water as it may
cause illness due to potential for
sewage in surface waters.

national
historic
record
disrepair
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Cheryl Beckett, cbeckett@minordesign.com
Associate Professor, University of Houston
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Clear cut implies no gray areas—the choices are straightforward, almost
foreordained. To clear cut in developers’ terms refers to clearing the land
of its native flora—a controversial practice that defies a friendly negotiation with nature. This poster, and subsequent visual essay, examines our
negotiations with nature both large and small from the perspective of a
small plot of land in the middle of Texas. It is inspired by Rebecca Solnits’
trio of atlases, which uses maps to revisit a location over and over, each
time revealing another layer of the limitless stories, history, and transformations of place due to our presence. Every plot has a story.
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Clear cut implies no gray areas—the choices are straightforward,
almost foreordained. Clearcutting in developers’ terms refers to
clearing the land of its native flora —a controversial practice
that defies a friendly negotiation with nature.
E X I ST | CO E X I ST | COST

In 2001 we purchased an acre on a Texas river. It was so thick

natura l
r ive r
r ive r s na ke s
s s s s s s s s s s s s s s na ke s
la nd s a ke s

with vegetation we had to hack our way through. Texas vegetation hides
rattlesnakes, scorpions and other dangers. The trees and plants attack—
prickly-pear, cholla, and 2” mesquite tree thorns. Negotiating with nature,
a friendly coexistence, is anything but clear.
LO C I | LO C U S | LO C U STS

In the 20 years we have owned this land, I have been looking
at placemaking, maps and walking as a teaching tool for experiential
learning and environmental resilience. Inspired by Francesco Careri’s
Walkscapes: Walking as an Aesthetic Practice, we understand how a place

sta ke s
for the sake of the land
ta ke s

is transformed by our mere presence. In Rebecca Solnits’ trio of atlases1,
maps revisit a location over and over, each time revealing another layer
of the limitless stories, history and transformations of place.

a che s
T R AC E | T R AC K | T R A I L | T R I A L

The climate crisis and environmental issues are changing the planet
at a frightening speed. Looking at the bigger picture is overwhelming—
the enormity creates a cacophony of stories. Lucy Lippards’ book,
Lure of the Local asks us to think about what can be learned by following
the track from our front door. This is a good starting point. Can we
examine our negotiations with nature from a small plot of rural land?
E V E RY P LOT H AS A STO RY
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Rebecca Solnit, Infinite Cities: A Trilogy of Atlases—San Francisco, New Orleans, New York; University of California Press

Document: On the Jews of Crete (1941-1944)
Joshua Unikel, joshua.unikel@gmail.com, joshuaunikel.com
Assistant Professor, School of Art, University of Houston
“Document” is part of a series of visual essays on the history and
extermination of Cretan Jews during WWII. The essays use text,
image, and the interplay between the two as a meditation on hatebased violence, cultural memory, and erased multiculturalisms.
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Clockwise (left to right): Evidence for specters or, a trial like the aftermath forthwith, forgetting and never again at once, in four cargo holds locked shut
and long-since, rusted into Greek history like rubble yet it names names, in secret or the memory of an Axis ship twice sunk and hidden, 1800 meters
beneath the twentieth century like a sentence of breathless remembering, went with British torpedoes within minutes, an entire tribe like the last trip
with, the Tanaïs sent into weightless skid, the freefall of all the anti-Fascist and Orthodox dissident and all the Jewish, Cretans too Cretan and deemed
deserving of the steamship or the Final Solution, an argument of stamps and signatures, no monuments or statues, no defendents just victims and if.

Using Sketchnoting to Explore Approaches
to Visual Essay
Omar Sosa-Tzec, omarsosa@sfsu.edu, tzec.com
Assistant Professor of Visual Communication Design, School of Design,
San Francisco State University
Despite designers’ recognition of the visual essay as an artifact that reflects thinking and application of design skills, design scholars still struggle
with its characterization and evaluation, fundamental activities to legitimize the visual essay within academia. This project utilized sketchnoting to
reflect on the 2022 Design + Writing Fellowship experience and literature
pertinent to visual essays. One idea captured in this exercise is a definition of visual essay centered on multimodality and argumentation. This
definition urges scholars to think of visual essays beyond the text-image
dichotomy and embrace the multiple modes employed in its development.
The project outlines four approaches for developing and evaluating visual
essays—a poetic, semiotic, rhetoric, and aesthetic approach, respectively.
Another captured idea is the possibility of genres, which implies scrutiny
to identify exemplars for each genre and its central themes, theories, and
design strategies.
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Patricia Childers, pchilders1@mac.com
Educator, Citytech, (CUNY), Pratt, FIT
Subversive tactics that use annotation, an insertion of a critical or explanatory note, call attention to specific issues by openly challenging established
assumptions. Annotated propaganda can displace a dominant voice with
one previously silenced. Seen in action, the original and its annotation
deliver not a single meaning but an abundance of complicated motivations
in a palimpsest of oppositional voices. Their symbolism does not stand
for the transgressive action, it is the action—a gesture and a sign fused
together. Like a megaphone, annotation amplifies voice. As a resource,
it may be authored and leveraged when circulated across cultures. It can
shape how opinion is articulated and impact whose opinion rises to the
surface. And it can help to produce resistance and critiques of privilege,
as it proposes the value of alternative perspectives.

a palimpsest of visual dialogue, questioning norms,
expressing emotion, asking questions

Alexandra Bell’s “Counternarratives”
produce a critique of privilege and
the value of alternative perspectives.
“I’m revealing another point of view
that isn’t often considered. That’s
what a counternarrative is. I also want
to show how these little tiny changes
tip the scale, and can fully change
perspectives.”
Alexandra Bell, interview with New
York Magazine, 2017

“I Am a Man,” a cultural index encapsulated in a single phrase. Ernest
Withers' sphotograph of the Memphis sanitation worker's strike of
1968, is one of the most recognizable
images from the Civil Rights Movement. The event, and its continued
reproduction gives power that is
both complex and constructive, a
productive force of both discourse
and knowledge.

Details (top to bottom)
The Boston Globe. “On Columbus Day, statue
in Providence vandalized: 'Stop celebrating
genocide” Michelle R. Smith | Credit: AP, 2019
Alexandra Bell, “A Teenager with Promise,
Annotations I,” 2017, Inkjet print on newsprint. MoMA, https://www.moma.org/slideshows/225/2900, 2017
Ernest Withers, “I Am a Man: Sanitation
Workers Strike, Memphis, Tennessee, March
28th, 1968.” Gelatin silver print, printed 1994
BuzzFeed News, “A Man and Woman Were
Charged With A Hate Crime For Painting
Over A Black Lives Matter Mural,” Salvador
Hernandez, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/salvadorhernandez/paint-over-blm-mural-hate-crime-black-liv
es-matter, 2020
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Through annotation, divergent responses demonstrate what Foucault refers to as a power running through the whole social body.

Graphic Annotation; speaking truth to power

Artnet News, “A Black Lives Matter mural
installed by the Washington, DC Department
of Public Works.” Taylor Dafoe, The Washington Post via Getty Image, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/painting-streets-black-lives-matter-1881429, 2020
Paste. “Poet and essayist Isobel O’Hare has
offered a poignant response to the #MeToo
movement, using apology statements from
celebrity sexual predators to create powerful
erasure poetry” Scott Russell, https://www.pastemagazine.com/books/sexual-misconduct/poet-isobel-ohare-erasure-poetry-celebrity-sexu
al/. 2017

A visual essay brings a conversational element to the interaction by supporting written word with visual context.
An annotation brings a dialogic element by bolstered the ways
in which people access, read, interpret, and ultimately respond.
On the streets, annotation, like a megaphone or a can of paint,
is a tool.

Visual subversion.
speaking truth to power
through annotation
As educators, we recognize that it is vital to make room for multiple voices within our field. Including all voices
within design’s established communities of dialogue dynamically enriches the profession. In our classrooms
we cultivating participation using diverse types of communication and perspectives. To counter students’
prevalent connection to graphic design through the historical descriptions and award-winning projects found
in the canonical textbooks and internet web site, our department’s design theory class provides an alternative
to the required chronological narrative of graphic design history.
However, we also recognize that, for many students, the most striking graphic forms represented in the past
few years are grass roots protest signs. How do we reconcile the appearance of high/low design culture, the
images on our streets and news feeds with the images on dedicated “design” websites. Interpreting these
forms can help to explain how the experiences and knowledge we embody are encoded and shared. These
everyday forms, although rarely included in the graphic design canon, are essential to our cultural lineage. And
their understanding is essential to our student’s visual literacy.
The course, built around a series of conceptual topics (manifestos, stereotypes, decolonization, sustainability,)
situates learning within a context that draws connections from students’ lives. The “lived experience” context
helps to make theory more relatable and motivates students to take control of their learning.¹ Using the
mechanisms of picture interpretation, students determine and analyze semiotic signs using Charles Sanders
Peirce’s models. As they explore the processes used to make meaning, Group discussions expose varied,
nuances. Using their life experiences to interpret provides a method for analysis of both implicit and explicit
signs. And they participate in the process of constructing signs through the annotation of an existing image or
object. The benefit of this analysis is that the investigation cannot rely on the use of static, isolated visual
features. They must recognize its socio-semiotic significance. Evaluate cultural indexicality is based on the
contextual cues from the entire classroom’s body of cultural experience.
The visual voice in conversation
One tool that has allowed previously unheard voice to enter the national dialogue is subversion. The development of media-oriented tools and systems allows for the bypass of hegemonic control. By exposing and
contradicting divisive national and corporate divisive values, we can attempt to transform the established
structures of power and authority.
When the methodologies for subversion draws from BIPOC experience it reflects on issues of identity, normativity, marginalization, and community. Communicate through a sign system distorts the intentions of
producers and evokes contradictory feelings in the audience. In “Encoding/decoding,” Stuart Hall advances
the idea of a lack of fit between the two sides in a communicative exchange.² So a challenge to the dominant
narrative tends to agitate the issues.
The application of subversion can appear as a process of annotation that creates a cultural palimpsest. As it
shifts perspective, it literally and symbolically it can amplify marginal voices. Examining the visual manifestations of indexical sign—the cause-and-effect relationship between the sign and the meaning of the sign can
reveal a silenced voice that now resonates. e.g., I can’t breathe signifies racial brutality. Its literal denotation of
language and voice connotes imminent death.
Techniques like culture jamming, an anti-consumerist social movement opposes mainstream cultural institutions, seeks to subvert methods of domination of mass society. Its goal is to reshape the flow of dominate
media. Like the act of proudly co-opting a slur as representation, once participants acknowledge the mechanism, they adopt it.
Annotation is the method visual artist Alexandra Bell uses in her posters that revise and reimagine articles
from The New York Times. By “deploying marginalia, obscuring whole passages with fat black ink, and rewriting headlines, captions, and other text,” Bell challenges the newspaper’s use and proliferation of racial stereotypes. In her 2017 public exhibit “Counternarratives,” her posters appeared on the walls of buildings and near
subway entrances throughout New York City’s boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens. These annotated headlines
and articles act as a material and multimodal annotation of the built environment.
The visual language of Bell’s dialogic features positions provides a shortcut to meaning. By pointing to an
accepted social construct, The New York Times as a neutral transmission of fact, it questions it. Bell didn’t
receive permission from the Times to annotate the articles, a subversion that undermines its authority as it
declares another truth, an alternate voice. A viewer may see reporting in a new light, or may completely
disagree with Bell’s thesis and her tactics. But in either case, her provocation has generated a response.
From Martin Luther’s theses posted in 1517 to the door of the Wittenberg Church, to Bell’s contemporary
work, forms of handwritten, plastered, and public annotation have sought to change minds and actions.
Playing with this trope demonstrates Michel Foucault's statement that ‘power is everywhere’, diffused and
embodied in discourse. “Power/knowledge” signifies that power is constituted through accepted forms of
knowledge, scientific understanding and ‘truth’.³
Directly addressing this power through annotation can generate discourse. The pragmatic nature of this technique stresses the notion that ideas borrow their meanings from their consequences and their truths from
their verification. Thus, these images of performance are essentially plans of action. In other words—design.
As design, subversion provides a catalyst for at least a reaction, at most, change. These coded narratives
conveying ideas through visual symbols, words and pictures. Through this action, the “document” becomes
“content.” Through dissemination, content becomes a container that represents itself, a meta-subversion.
This container becomes the text, supported by its paratext of hyperlinks to similar provocation. In other
words, a subversive hacking of the system.
1.
2.
3.

Ambrose, S. A., Bridges, M.W., DiPietro, M. & Lovett, M.C., “How learning works: Seven research-based principles for Smart Teaching.” San Francisco,
CA., 2010
Hall, Stuart, ‘Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse". University of Birmingham. 1980 (E/D: 131)
Foucault, M. (1991). “Discipline and Punish: The Birth of a Prison.” London, Penguin. 1991

Chicano Publication Design and its Impact
Alexandria Canchola & Joshua Duttweiler,
alexandria.canchola@tamucc.edu, joshua.duttweiler@tamucc.edu
Assistant Professors of Graphic Design, Texas A&M Corpus Christi
This poster shares work from our visual essay, En El Frente, which uses the
framework and visual language of the Chicano independent publications
to make observations about the design practices of the designer-activists
working toward social justice.

CHICANO PUBLICATION DESIGN
AND ITS IMPACT
BY ALEXANDRIA CANCHOLA & JOSHUA DUTTWEILER

Our visual essay, En El Frente, uses the framework and
visual language of the Chicano independent publications
to make observations about the design practices of the
designer-activists working toward social justice.

Documenting and studying the Chicano publications held by
institutional archives in California and Texas, we observed
patterns in the cover designs of the Chicano publications,
and we argue that these constitute a distinctive Chicano visual
language encompassing inventive use of imagery, icons, and
masthead typography. Chicano independent publications, and
the visual language they deployed, were critical to the formation
of the Chicano identity and movement.

LA CUASA DE LOS POBRES, 1976

¡AHORA!, 1971
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Francisco Manuel Andrade, “The History of ‘La Raza’
Newspaper and Magazine, and its Role in the Chicano
Community from 1967-1977” (PhD diss., California State
University, Fullerton, 1979), 19.
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Soy: a visual memory essay
Gaby Hernández, gabyhl26@gmail.com
Endowed Associate Professor of Graphic Design,
University of Arkansas 
“Soy” (I am) is a visual essay led by reflexivity and memory. It employs
excerpts from written memories collected since the Summer of 2021.
I visually explored these narratives daily using illustration, texture,
pattern, typography, material production, and several other design and
art methods. With time, these explorations began to unveil a personal
visual language that has given me a renewed sense of personhood and
belonging. “Soy” shows aspects of my identity and heritage as an immigrant of color from Costa Rica who constantly lives in between—cultures,
languages, beliefs, and traditions. The prose is unedited and true to how
it incrementally came out of my memory—unfiltered, messy, and grammatically imperfect—allowing me to focus less on writing correctness
(especially when translated to English) and more on the nuances of visual
and written language and expression in Costa Rica.
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VISUAL ESSAYS IN DESIGN EDUCATION

a crea g e
p l ot

How can we utilize visual essays as a pedagogical tool to teach
collaborative practices in a design foundation course?

CU
ME
NT

ING

to p l ot

Broadly, visual essays combine prose and imagery within a
constructed layout to illustrate an informed narrative. Visual and
verbal languages are combined and arranged to communicate
knowledge and achieve ways of understanding that text alone
could not – text and image become companions of one another.

Visual essays can be presented as print material,
digital work, videos, presentations, interactive
websites, or participatory experiments with
linear and non-linear narratives.

EDUCATIONAL

• text as image
• deliberate layout design
• formal writing (citations, poetic,
descriptive)
• critical, reflective

The creative production of
visual essays can:

• empower students
to develop new
confidences

• be a transformative
process of meaning
making

• hone interpersonal
communication skills

• enhance writing skills

• encourage an
alternative way critical
thinking and intellectual
exploration into design
• give voice to lived
experiences through the
power of storytelling

b ord er
b ound
b ound to t he l a nd
b ound ar i es
cl i m ate
change is going to come
a ccl i m ate
a nt i cl i m at i c
cl ai m
l ay cl a i m

• improve understanding of
design principles
• immerse students in a
participatory and criticallyconstructive learning
environment

• how-tos, deep dives
• appeal to expert and non-expert.
• visualizations (compare/contrast,
data viz, charts, etc)
• interactive

d om i ni on
Dominion over the earth, Genesis 1 verses 26 to 31
d om i nate
d eci m ate

ea r t h
unea r t h
d i sp l a ce
rep l a ce
p l a ce

“PROTOTYPICAL”

WHAT’S NEXT?

Recently, I was reading James Baldwin’s: The Fire Next Time. In it,

Graphic Design Toolbox is a foundation design course where
students focus on the makings of a creative process with
an emphasis on the organization and visual presentation of
content across media and systems.

themselves and each other, and when they have achieved this—which

p l a nt
sup p l a nt

WHITE
AMERICAN
MALE

• specific points of view
• social commentaries
• statistics and data visualization
• interactive

Baldwin explores the following: “White people in this country will
have quite enough to do in learning how to accept and love

eve r y p l o t h a s a sto r y

d om ai n
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PERSUASIVE
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COMMENTARY

PEDAGOGICAL BENEFITS
Visual essays provide an
opportunity to:

l ot l i nes
b ord er l i ne

AN

The flexibility of the medium is also the appeal of the medium – visual essays can illustrate social and cultural issues, present
or exemplify an argument, or it can articulate a personal story. Visual essays harness narratives and storytelling to engage
audiences and effectively communicate ideas to a potentially wide audience.

• personal experiences
• descriptions of (creative) process
• first person perspective
• reflective

OF
TH
E

DO

WHAT IS A VISUAL ESSAY?

SUBJECT MATTERS

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

d raw l ot s

OIN
G

Visual essays are IMAGES
+ WORDS + LAYOUT +
DESIGN resulting in new
ways of understanding.

ever y plot h a s a s tor y
ever y l ot
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Design foundation courses often center around individual projects with an emphasis on final outcomes towards individual
students. While this system functions well, there is opportunity to develop a deeply collaborative culture through active learning
within these studio courses. Collaboration is widely considered a threshold skill for today’s design practice. The process of design
itself is intrinsically collaborative and modern design problems are increasingly uncertain and complex. I am examining the use of
visual essays as a pedagogical tool to teach collaborative practices to undergraduate students in a design foundation course.
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Clear cut implies no gray areas—the choices are straightforward,
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almost foreordained. Clearcutting in developers’ terms refers to
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nat i ve sp eci es
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nat i ves

clearing the land of its native flora —a controversial practice
that defies a friendly negotiation with nature.
EXIST | CO EXIST | COST

In 2001 we purchased an acre on a Texas river. It was so thick
with vegetation we had to hack our way through. Texas vegetation hides
rattlesnakes, scorpions and other dangers. The trees and plants attack—

nat ura l

prickly-pear, cholla, and 2” mesquite tree thorns. Negotiating with nature,
a friendly coexistence, is anything but clear.

r i ver

will not be tomorrow and may very well be never—the Negro problem
r i ver snakes

will no longer exist, for it will no longer be needed.” This quote
has me reminiscing about the man I could have been. You see,

at placemaking, maps and walking as a teaching tool for experiential
learning and environmental resilience. Inspired by Francesco Careri’s

l and sa kes

Walkscapes: Walking as an Aesthetic Practice, we understand how a place

always participants in the fight for racial justice, I strive to

st a kes
for the sake of the land

be. I believe all civil rights struggles are all interconnected.
This type of work involves navigating approaches that don't claim

is transformed by our mere presence. In Rebecca Solnits’ trio of atlases1,
maps revisit a location over and over, each time revealing another layer

t akes

to package a particular understanding of the world as the
understanding of the world. This can be a messy endeavor. I’ve been

of the limitless stories, history and transformations of place.

a ches

trying to figure out what’s out there trying to make me feel shitty

Two visual essays will be produced – one as a group and
one individually. One primary goal is to engage students in
collaborative learning practices through relevant activities and
projects. Another goal is to develop effective and constructive
assessments to measure aspects of collaborative learning for
potential interdisciplinary use.

In the 20 years we have owned this land, I have been looking

s s s s s s s s s s s s s snakes

originally it was planned for me to be the “prototypical” white
American male — “confident, superior, impulsive, tough” — but
things worked out differently. I’m queer. While queer people aren’t

In small groups, students will critically and collaboratively
engage in explorations of design history, relevant designers,
and the impacts of both on the design industry and discipline.

LOCI | LOCUS | LOCUSTS

TRACE | TRACK | TRAIL | TRIAL

about myself for working in this way and I don’t have to look too

The climate crisis and environmental issues are changing the planet

far before I discover the man I could have been.

at a frightening speed. Looking at the bigger picture is overwhelming—
the enormity creates a cacophony of stories. Lucy Lippards’ book,
Lure of the Local asks us to think about what can be learned by following
the track from our front door. This is a good starting point. Can we
examine our negotiations with nature from a small plot of rural land?
EVERY P LOT HAS A STORY

Clockwise (left to right): Evidence for specters or, a trial like the aftermath forthwith, forgetting and never again at once, in four cargo holds locked shut
and long-since, rusted into Greek history like rubble yet it names names, in secret or the memory of an Axis ship twice sunk and hidden, 1800 meters
beneath the twentieth century like a sentence of breathless remembering, went with British torpedoes within minutes, an entire tribe like the last trip
with, the Tanaïs sent into weightless skid, the freefall of all the anti-Fascist and Orthodox dissident and all the Jewish, Cretans too Cretan and deemed
deserving of the steamship or the Final Solution, an argument of stamps and signatures, no monuments or statues, no defendents just victims and if.
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What if design scholars
created a new form, the
public research notice,
that made public understanding as significant as
scholarly findings?
O F T H E 3 0 0 M I L L I O N P O P U L AT I O N estimated by the US Census
Bureau, approximately 96 million are people of color experiencing high levels of food insecurity? Black (non-Hispanic) and
Hispanic households have experienced substantially more food
insecurity in the past decade than other racial and ethnic households. This reality grossly contradicts the aims of the Food and
Agriculture Organization, which defines food security as “a state
where all people, at all times, have…access to sufficient, safe
and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.” Yet, as food insecurity and
other wicked problems in society continue to ravage the health
of our communities, we have an evolving repertoire of existing
design outcomes (DOs) scattered across the globe like disconnected nodes in a dysfunctional system. Many of these DOs
are intellectually or economically inaccessible or are known only
among a small community, with only a few attaining national or
international prominence.

and just? No matter the wicked problem, there is a wicked solution (WS); and, we can harvest the wisdom from generations prior, and stand on the shoulders of giants, so to speak, by critically
mapping a wicked problem’s wicked solution. A wicked solution
is a visualization of design outcomes mapped affinitively to a
grid of two dimensions—top-down or bottom-up and memetic
or localized to find leverage points. Critically mapping a wicked
solution to a wicked problem entails:

What if we compiled existing effectuated DOs that are known
to be effective at addressing a wicked problem (through the
lens of equity and justice) and visualize them in such a way
that enables lay and professional designers to strategically
see places to intervene to tweak the food system towards a
more sustainable version of itself that is secure, equitable,

This past year, in collaboration with Jennifer A. Vokoun, Director of the Food Design Institute at Walsh University, I conducted a design inquiry in which I critically mapped the wicked
solution to food insecurity. Our forthcoming book Critically
Mapping Sustainable Food Design for Food Security, Equity,
and Justice disseminates our findings summarized below.

Step 1. Naming and operationalizing the wicked problem.
Step 2. Conducting an integrative literature review to identify
sustainable design outcomes (DOs).
Step 3. Plotting the sustainable DOs onto a wicked solution grid.
Step 4. Finding places to intervene in the system to attain a
more sustainable future.
Step 5. Engage with the community to update the WS with local
assets marginalized from the evolving scholarly debate.

Wicked Solution to Food Insecurity (as of Aug. 27, 2022):

Figure 1. The Wicked Solution
to Food Insecurity shows gaps
in various quadrants. Society
arguably needs more sustainable
food design outcomes that are
bottom-up, created by citizens
for local and widespread impact.
Specifically in the categories of
distribution, waste, production,
and consumption, where we see
none so far.

Use the QR Code on the left 1) if you are grappling with food insecurity in your community and wish to find an existing
sustainable food design outcome to adopt, or 2) you have a sustainable food DO that has been published in a scholarly
publication and you would like to add it to the evolving wicked solution documented above in Figure 1.

Data and Analysis
Hypothesis/Objective
Problem Statement

Next Steps

Methodology
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This poster explores the role the visual essay could play in the
dissemination of new knowledge by scholars at research universities. It is also a diptych in form to speak to the dual needs of the
public, whose ways of knowing are rich but underutilized, and
researchers, whose ways of knowing are precise but esoteric to
the lay public. Because designers in academia function as both
researchers and creative practitioners, they have a unique opportunity to mediate between these ways of knowing.

This poster explores the role the visual essay could play in the
dissemination of new knowledge by scholars at research universities. It is also a diptych in form to speak to the dual needs of the
public, whose ways of knowing are rich but underutilized, and
researchers, whose ways of knowing are precise but esoteric to
the lay public. Because designers in academia function as both
researchers and creative practitioners, they have a unique opportunity to mediate between these ways of knowing.

Critical issues of public health and safety are now routinely captured by white supremacists, foreign interests, anti-vaxxers and
others who degrade the public sphere by utilizing communication forms that better speak to a lay audience. On the other hand,
academic designers are typically required to have publications
or exhibitions in refereed or scholarly venues to be promoted.
However, the journals and book publishers and galleries or the
like that provide this kind of review, have publishing modes that
tend to be inaccessible to the communities that could benefit
from the findings or new knowledge. Thus, this poster asks the
provocative question above. Depending on the media venue, the
form of a public notice has different constraints than a paper for
a journal, a manuscript for a book, or an art piece for an exhibition. A public notice can also reach marginalized communities
through media venues that are more accessible, and can themselves become platforms for research dissemination.

Critical issues of public health and safety are now routinely captured by white supremacists, foreign interests, anti-vaxxers and
others who degrade the public sphere by utilizing communication forms that better speak to a lay audience. On the other hand,
academic designers are typically required to have publications
or exhibitions in refereed or scholarly venues to be promoted.
However, the journals and book publishers and galleries or the
like that provide this kind of review, have publishing modes that
tend to be inaccessible to the communities that could benefit
from the findings or new knowledge. Thus, this poster asks the
provocative question above. Depending on the media venue, the
form of a public notice has different constraints than a paper for
a journal, a manuscript for a book, or an art piece for an exhibition. A public notice can also reach marginalized communities
through media venues that are more accessible, and can themselves become platforms for research dissemination.

Using multiple modes to communicate research findings can
potentially save lives by reaching a broader and more inclusive readership. The question becomes: how could one design
a public notice that visually translates sometimes dense or
complex scholarly information into a communicative public
notice that resonates with a diverse readership? I believe the
emerging design convention of a visual essay applied to the
design of a public notice may be the answer as exemplified on
the left.

Figure 1. A “heritage algorithm”
simulated by Audrey G. Bennett
using a CSDT designed by Dr.
Ron B. Eglash and his research
team through funding from the
National Science Foundation. It
can be used to teach computational thinking to Native and
non-native youth as a way to
diversify STEM.

Use the QR Code on the left to view this work of art or
create one of your own with the new Quilting CSDT.

creative outcome or data

Next Steps
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“I Am a Man,” a cultural index encapsulated in a single phrase. Ernest
Withers' sphotograph of the Memphis sanitation worker's strike of
1968, is one of the most recognizable
images from the Civil Rights Movement. The event, and its continued
reproduction gives power that is
both complex and constructive, a
productive force of both discourse
and knowledge.

(above) selections from a series of collages

the work

Making this work through a process of deconstructing and reconstructing both per
sonal memories and ephemeral design artifacts was an intimate experience. I collected these scraps of
paper and packaging from South Korea while living and traveling there over the span of seven years.
These objects are from personal experiences with my first love, and from a time thereafter while I was
experiencing the loss of that relationship. She was Korean, fierce, brilliant, exciting, and—a woman. As
a young woman from the Bible Belt, that was an extremely intimidating reality to confront at the time.
I am interested in the personal, reflective experience from this process of tearing up these objects that I
valued and saved, and creating something new from them. Memories that this process resurrected all
owed for processing and healing that I did not anticipate. These pieces of paper were hidden in a box for
a while. Confronting these pieces during the pandemic and making in this way had an unexpected, re
storative affect as I reflected on the loss and how far I have come with pride as an openly queer person.

LITERATURE REVIEW

SECONDARY RESEARCH

on emotional design

designers who collect
and use ephemera

In Don Norman’s book, Emotional Design,
he describes “reflective design” as a qual
ity of a designed object that can tell a sto
ry, regardless of aesthetics or functionality
(Norman, 2004). This visual essay echoes
the concept that designed objects, a ticket
stub for instance, can evoke strong emo
tions independent of the designer’s intent.

Using multiple modes to communicate research findings can
potentially save lives by reaching a broader and more inclusive readership. The question becomes: how could one design
a public notice that visually translates sometimes dense or
complex scholarly information into a communicative public
notice that resonates with a diverse readership? I believe the
emerging design convention of a visual essay applied to the
design of a public notice may be the answer as exemplified on
the left.

Details (top to bottom)
The Boston Globe. “On Columbus Day, statue
in Providence vandalized: 'Stop celebrating
genocide” Michelle R. Smith | Credit: AP, 2019

It is pertinent to note other designers
whose work I was familiar with at the time
I was making these collages in 2020. A few
designers who have collected ephemera
and/or use(d) it in their work—which influ
enced my work—include Elaine Lustig Co
hen, Tamar Cohen, and Nicholas Bonner.

Alexandra Bell, “A Teenager with Promise,
Annotations I,” 2017, Inkjet print on newsprint. MoMA, https://www.moma.org/slideshows/225/2900, 2017
Ernest Withers, “I Am a Man: Sanitation
Workers Strike, Memphis, Tennessee, March
28th, 1968.” Gelatin silver print, printed 1994
BuzzFeed News, “A Man and Woman Were
Charged With A Hate Crime For Painting
Over A Black Lives Matter Mural,” Salvador
Hernandez, https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/salvadorhernandez/paint-over-blm-mural-hate-crime-black-liv
es-matter, 2020

references

This poster was presented at the AIGA Design Educators Community’s
2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the AIGA National
Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.

Cognition, 34(8), 15871597. https://doi.org/10.3758/bf03195922

permanence
fluidity

“Thus by degrees, and wholly through the
intervention of man, has Alewife Brook
become changed from the broad, fair
stream which the Cabots knew and loved
so well to the insignificant and hideous
ditch, reeking with nameless filth, which
now befouls the greater part of the swampy
region through which it flows.”

poster by Christina Singer

AIGA National Design Conference
Seattle, Washington

The grid of ‘still-life’ images (captured
from a hanging spinning mobile of
caution tape and seed pods gathered
near the brook and turned 90 degrees)
represents the many project stories
envisioned. We can select from the network of seeds or ideas, bring them into
focus, and allow others to fade into the
distance. But throughout the collection,
there will be a neon pink throughline,
the pink has become the brook and
water flood lines, and the green seed
nodes are the revealed invisible consequences of past actions.

system
dependencies
oversimplication

William Brewster
Birds of the Cambridge Region
1906

hyper
attention
neglect

Cambridge Chronicle
1921

$ funding
and laws
endless
excuses

adhoc
communuity
care
expediency

pink chair #2, a child-sized folding seat
with a magenta frame, left in the middle
of the green manicured, sprinkled lawn,
sits alone in the shade of a nearby tree.
It was only fleetingly sighted or sited in
July near the Little River 42°23’50” N
71°8’42” W in the Alewife Brook Reservation. It is gone, but I could mark with
pink tape exactly where the chair sat
on those two days (if not more). I need
to determine if this spot was formally a
building or parking lot of the 1950s
Arthur D. Little post-war office park
once called Acorn Park and now named
Discovery Park.

environmental laws
ongoing
variances

living
with
water

contrasts

^flood

pink chair #1 has been upside down
all summer, hovering above the Alewife
Brook near the crumbling concrete
channel wall, its reflection and minimal
weight trapped by dead tree branches
lodged in the stagnant, barely moving
water. The mini Adirondack chair, molded in one piece, its bottom half covered
with mud and yellow scum, marks the
brook’s previous water levels. The chair
is a tenuous marker likely to disappear
after the next big storm. I worry that
locals (David and David) who recently
pulled rusted bikes and metal objects
out of the brook will whisk it away.

inscribed
infilled

ecosystem
water basin
jursdictional
boundaries

“Seldom has an area
been so trashed.
Seldom has an area
been so valiantly
defended.”

[]

on the former
great swamp

grade D
water quality
wealthy
area/country

covered

environmental
justice
for whom?
trade-offs

renamed

Much of the land in the
Alewife Basin is within the
floodway or has a 1:100 or
1:500 chance of flooding
every year before adding
sea-level rise 2070 models.

straightened
channelized

rerouted

dammed and then
filled to protect
drinking water
source

In 1862 the channel of Alewife
brook was straightened...
Commonwealth of MA
Harbor and Land Commission
Atlas of the Boundaries of the
Town of Arlington, Middlesex
County, 1901

urban wilds
managed
control

action
complacency

runoff
malaria
acid sludge
asbestos
sewerage
putrid
wildlife
refuge
before the swamp was drained

“What I learned about urban development
and environmental preservation from kayaking Alewife Brook” Greg Harris, Boston
Globe Magazine, Aug 11, 2022

community
advocacy &
resilience
futility

community groups engaged over time
Alewife Neighbors, Inc.
Alewife Study Group
Alewife Watershed Trust
Arlington Land Trust
Arlington Open Space Committee
Belmont Citizens’ Forum
Biodiversity For a Livable Climate
Built Environment Coalition
Cambridge Highlands Neighborhood Association
Cambridge Mayors Summer Youth Employment
Cambridge Residents Alliance
Coalition for the Alewife
Coalition to Preserve Belmont Uplands
Coalition to Save the Mugar Wetlands
Concord-Alewife Study Group
CRLS Environmental Action Club
Earthwatch
Earthos Insititute
East Arlington Good Neighbor Association
Fresh Pond Residents Alliance
Friends of Alewife Reservation
Friends of Alewife Reservation Stream Team
Friends of Blair Pond
Friends of Fresh Pond
Friends of Jerry’s Pond
Friends of Little Pond
Friends of Mystic River
Friends of Spy Pond Park
Friends of the Community Path
Greater Boston Group of the Sierra Club
Green Cambridge
Grow Native Massachusetts
Knitting the Alewife: From Vulnerable to Vibrant
Mass Audubon
Massachusetts Bicycle Coalition
Massachusetts Forest and Park Friends Network
Menotomy Bird Club
MIT Solve: Coastal Communities Workshop
Mystic River Watershed Association
Neighborhood 10 Association
Neighborhood 9 Association
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund
North Cambridge Stabilization Committee
North Cambridge Together
Resilient Mystic Collaborative
Sasaki Foundation
Sustainable Arlington
Save the Alewife Brook
Save the Mugar Wetlands
The Alewife Transportation Management Association
Western Massachusetts Public Lands Alliance

Paste. “Poet and essayist Isobel O’Hare has
offered a poignant response to the #MeToo
movement, using apology statements from
celebrity sexual predators to create powerful
erasure poetry” Scott Russell, https://www.pastemagazine.com/books/sexual-misconduct/poet-isobel-ohare-erasure-poetry-celebrity-sexu
al/. 2017

October 20–22, 2022

“The value accorded to a
place must be based on a landscape-ecological perspective,
which often requires transcending political boundaries.”
Biodiversity Study of Alewife Reservation
rea, A Publication of the Friends of Alewife
Reservation, 203

Artnet News, “A Black Lives Matter mural
installed by the Washington, DC Department
of Public Works.” Taylor Dafoe, The Washington Post via Getty Image, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/painting-streets-black-lives-matter-1881429, 2020

UNC Charlotte

Norman, D. A. (2004). Emotional design: Why we love (or hate) everyday things. New York: Basic Books.

basin
ecosytems
jurisdiction
boundaries

Poster by Bree McMahon
AIGA Design Educator’s Community | 2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition
AIGA National Conference | Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022

Alexandra Bell’s “Counternarratives”
produce a critique of privilege and
the value of alternative perspectives.
“I’m revealing another point of view
that isn’t often considered. That’s
what a counternarrative is. I also want
to show how these little tiny changes
tip the scale, and can fully change
perspectives.”
Alexandra Bell, interview with New
York Magazine, 2017

Jones and Martin coined the term “mnemo
active” to describe objects that can elicit
and activate individualized, autobiographi
cal memories (Jones, 2006). This visual
essay examines concepts like this while
exploring a reflective, firstperson account
of making a series of collages from ephem
era that I collected and personally value.

Jones, G. V., & Martin, M. (2006). Primacy of memory linkage in choice among valued objects. Memory &

This poster was presented at the AIGA Design Educators Community’s
2022 Design + Writing Fellowship Poster Exhibition at the AIGA National
Design Conference in Seattle, Washington, October 20-22, 2022.

a palimpsest of visual dialogue, questioning norms,
expressing emotion, asking questions

FIRST-PERSON ACTION RESEARCH: A VISUAL ESSAY

reflective making

^

PUBLIC NOTICE

RECONSTRUCTING
EPHEMERAL EXPERIENCES
WITH DESIGN ARTIFACTS

What if design scholars
created a new form, the
public research notice,
that made public understanding as significant as
scholarly findings?

The Alewife Brook has been impacted by the
unrelenting pressures of industry, engineering,
development, pollution, disease, environmental
laws, zoning, design decisions, traffic patterns,
and sustained long-term community activism.

governmental bodies engaged over time
Arlington Belmont Cambridge Stormwater Flooding
Arlington Conservation Commission
Arlington Department of Public Works (DPW)
Belmont Conservation Commission
Cambridge Community Development (CCD)
Cambridge Conservation Commission
Cambridge Department of Public Works (DPW)
Cambridge Urban Forestry Master Plan
Cambridge Water Board
Cambridge Water Department
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Earthwatch
MA Bureau of Water Resources
MA Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR )
MA Department of Environmental Protection
MA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
MA Department of Environmental Quality Engineering
(DEQE)
MA Division of Water Pollution Control
MA Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
MA Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
MA Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
MA Metropolitan Parks Commission (MPC)
MA Office of Coastal Zone Management
MA Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
MA Water Resources Authority (MWRA)
MA Wetlands Restoration and Banking Program
Massachusetts Division of Watershed Management
Mystic Monitoring Network (MMN)
Mystic River Watershed Initiative Steering Committee
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA)
Somerville Department of Public Works (DPW)
Trust for Public Lands
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
US Geological Survey National Water System
Watershed Planning Program

intractable
“If Alewife was easy
to restore, it would
have been done by
now.”
“What I learned about urban development
and environmental preservation from kayaking Alewife Brook” as told to Greg Harris
by Lucica Hiller Somerville’s storm-water
program manager, Boston Globe Magazine,
Aug 11, 2022

perpetual
care
disregard

stormwater
innovation
continued
development

Avoid contact with water as it may
cause illness due to potential for
sewage in surface waters.

national
historic
record
disrepair

Through annotation, divergent responses demonstrate what Foucault refers to as a power running through the whole social body.

Rebecca Solnit, Infinite Cities: A Trilogy of Atlases—San Francisco, New Orleans, New York; University of California Press

CHICANO PUBLICATION DESIGN
AND ITS IMPACT
BY ALEXANDRIA CANCHOLA & JOSHUA DUTTWEILER

A visual essay brings a conversational element to the interaction by supporting written word with visual context.
An annotation brings a dialogic element by bolstered the ways
in which people access, read, interpret, and ultimately respond.

Our visual essay, En El Frente, uses the framework and
visual language of the Chicano independent publications
to make observations about the design practices of the
designer-activists working toward social justice.

On the streets, annotation, like a megaphone or a can of paint,
is a tool.

Visual subversion.
speaking truth to power
through annotation
As educators, we recognize that it is vital to make room for multiple voices within our field. Including all voices
within design’s established communities of dialogue dynamically enriches the profession. In our classrooms
we cultivating participation using diverse types of communication and perspectives. To counter students’
prevalent connection to graphic design through the historical descriptions and award-winning projects found
in the canonical textbooks and internet web site, our department’s design theory class provides an alternative
to the required chronological narrative of graphic design history.
However, we also recognize that, for many students, the most striking graphic forms represented in the past
few years are grass roots protest signs. How do we reconcile the appearance of high/low design culture, the
images on our streets and news feeds with the images on dedicated “design” websites. Interpreting these
forms can help to explain how the experiences and knowledge we embody are encoded and shared. These
everyday forms, although rarely included in the graphic design canon, are essential to our cultural lineage. And
their understanding is essential to our student’s visual literacy.

Documenting and studying the Chicano publications held by
institutional archives in California and Texas, we observed
patterns in the cover designs of the Chicano publications,
and we argue that these constitute a distinctive Chicano visual
language encompassing inventive use of imagery, icons, and
masthead typography. Chicano independent publications, and
the visual language they deployed, were critical to the formation
of the Chicano identity and movement.

The course, built around a series of conceptual topics (manifestos, stereotypes, decolonization, sustainability,)
situates learning within a context that draws connections from students’ lives. The “lived experience” context
helps to make theory more relatable and motivates students to take control of their learning.¹ Using the
mechanisms of picture interpretation, students determine and analyze semiotic signs using Charles Sanders
Peirce’s models. As they explore the processes used to make meaning, Group discussions expose varied,
nuances. Using their life experiences to interpret provides a method for analysis of both implicit and explicit
signs. And they participate in the process of constructing signs through the annotation of an existing image or
object. The benefit of this analysis is that the investigation cannot rely on the use of static, isolated visual
features. They must recognize its socio-semiotic significance. Evaluate cultural indexicality is based on the
contextual cues from the entire classroom’s body of cultural experience.

LA CUASA DE LOS POBRES, 1976

¡AHORA!, 1971

LA GENTE DE AZTLÁN, 1973

1

The visual voice in conversation
One tool that has allowed previously unheard voice to enter the national dialogue is subversion. The development of media-oriented tools and systems allows for the bypass of hegemonic control. By exposing and
contradicting divisive national and corporate divisive values, we can attempt to transform the established
structures of power and authority.

CALIFORNIA

TEXAS

When the methodologies for subversion draws from BIPOC experience it reflects on issues of identity, normativity, marginalization, and community. Communicate through a sign system distorts the intentions of
producers and evokes contradictory feelings in the audience. In “Encoding/decoding,” Stuart Hall advances
the idea of a lack of fit between the two sides in a communicative exchange.² So a challenge to the dominant
narrative tends to agitate the issues.
The application of subversion can appear as a process of annotation that creates a cultural palimpsest. As it
shifts perspective, it literally and symbolically it can amplify marginal voices. Examining the visual manifestations of indexical sign—the cause-and-effect relationship between the sign and the meaning of the sign can
reveal a silenced voice that now resonates. e.g., I can’t breathe signifies racial brutality. Its literal denotation of
language and voice connotes imminent death.

February 1969

January 1968
March 1971

October 1972

May 1973

May 1976

Techniques like culture jamming, an anti-consumerist social movement opposes mainstream cultural institutions, seeks to subvert methods of domination of mass society. Its goal is to reshape the flow of dominate
media. Like the act of proudly co-opting a slur as representation, once participants acknowledge the mechanism, they adopt it.
Annotation is the method visual artist Alexandra Bell uses in her posters that revise and reimagine articles
from The New York Times. By “deploying marginalia, obscuring whole passages with fat black ink, and rewriting headlines, captions, and other text,” Bell challenges the newspaper’s use and proliferation of racial stereotypes. In her 2017 public exhibit “Counternarratives,” her posters appeared on the walls of buildings and near
subway entrances throughout New York City’s boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens. These annotated headlines
and articles act as a material and multimodal annotation of the built environment.
May 1971

The visual language of Bell’s dialogic features positions provides a shortcut to meaning. By pointing to an
accepted social construct, The New York Times as a neutral transmission of fact, it questions it. Bell didn’t
receive permission from the Times to annotate the articles, a subversion that undermines its authority as it
declares another truth, an alternate voice. A viewer may see reporting in a new light, or may completely
disagree with Bell’s thesis and her tactics. But in either case, her provocation has generated a response.

March 1971

October 1972

September 1976

SOUTHWEST

From Martin Luther’s theses posted in 1517 to the door of the Wittenberg Church, to Bell’s contemporary
work, forms of handwritten, plastered, and public annotation have sought to change minds and actions.
Playing with this trope demonstrates Michel Foucault's statement that ‘power is everywhere’, diffused and
embodied in discourse. “Power/knowledge” signifies that power is constituted through accepted forms of
knowledge, scientific understanding and ‘truth’.³
Directly addressing this power through annotation can generate discourse. The pragmatic nature of this technique stresses the notion that ideas borrow their meanings from their consequences and their truths from
their verification. Thus, these images of performance are essentially plans of action. In other words—design.

June 1972

July 1967

October 1968

September 1976

September 1976

October 1972

June 1974

As design, subversion provides a catalyst for at least a reaction, at most, change. These coded narratives
conveying ideas through visual symbols, words and pictures. Through this action, the “document” becomes
“content.” Through dissemination, content becomes a container that represents itself, a meta-subversion.
This container becomes the text, supported by its paratext of hyperlinks to similar provocation. In other
words, a subversive hacking of the system.
1.
2.
3.

February 1977

September 1972

February 1971

March 1968

PUBLICATION LANGUAGE AND AFFILIATION KEY

Ambrose, S. A., Bridges, M.W., DiPietro, M. & Lovett, M.C., “How learning works: Seven research-based principles for Smart Teaching.” San Francisco,
CA., 2010
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March 1969

Francisco Manuel Andrade, “The History of ‘La Raza’
Newspaper and Magazine, and its Role in the Chicano
Community from 1967-1977” (PhD diss., California State
University, Fullerton, 1979), 19.
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